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Abstract
In this article we present results of our investigations of
some aspects of the power-line communications network
noise phenomena. The noise samples were captured with
spectrum analyzer in frequency domain, in the band from 10
to 30 MHz, which is a range of frequencies interesting
primarily for indoor PLC communications systems. From
the measured data some basic statistical properties of the
observed noise were calculated. We have investigated the
time and space dependency of the PLC medium noise. We
have also studied the correlation between noise power and
network's electrical load.
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1. Introduction
In this article we are presenting some results of our
investigations of the noise phenomena present in the lowvoltage distribution network, with regards to the frequency
band relevant for indoor broadband PLC (Power Line
Carrier) communications, i.e. from 10 to 30 MHz. Since
noise is one of the limiting factors for any communications
system, it is important to learn about actual noise properties
one can encounter in certain signal propagation
environments. As opposed to most of other wired
transmission structures, PLC medium can in general be
categorized as a hostile environment, because of the three
main impairments:
• intensive colored noise;
• relatively poor propagation characteristics;
• great range and time variability of impedances.
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On the other hand, the attractiveness of the idea of utilizing
power distribution grid and in-house installations for highspeed communications comes from the new possibilities
stemming from telecommunications and electrical energy
industries deregulation. In that context, the PLC technology
is often regarded as one of the prospective competitors to
access infrastructures owned by incumbent telecoms.
The power-line noise can be categorized in five main
categories, regarding the origin of noise components [1]:
• colored background noise;
• narrowband (single-tone) noise;
• periodic impulsive noise synchronous to the mains
frequency;
• periodic impulsive noise asynchronous to the mains
frequency;
• non-periodic impulsive noise.
In this work we mainly concentrate on the background
noise. The noise scenario, comprising all sources identified
above, was displayed in [2]. The same authors have
provided a thorough analysis of the impulsive noise, which
is probably the most problematic noise component for PLC
systems, [3]. There are other texts recommendable for
further readings on PLC communications medium noise, and
on other aspects of the PLC technology, e.g. [4–12].

2. Investigation methods
Our results are based on measurements carried out in a
residential house in suburban area of Zagreb town, as well
as in a medium-size office building (seven stories, approx.
150 offices) in the Zagreb city center, during two moths
(late August, September and early October 2003). The noise
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samples were collected in five whole-day (6 am – 10 pm)
campaigns. Those five days were equally distributed over
the two-month period.
Noise was measured with the spectrum analyzer, built in the
instrument Anritsu Site Master S114B, between the neutral
(N) and protection (PEN) wire, so that virtually no 50 Hz
voltage was present on the analyzer port. Anyways, we have
provided a simple overvoltage protection for the instrument,
in case a temporary network fault occurs. We have studied
noise on N-PEN pair because there is a technically well
grounded tendency that this wire-pair, and not the neutralphase or phase-phase, should be utilized for PLC systems,
[1].
Beside noise measurements, we also carried out
simultaneous measurements of the actual office building
electrical load, by periodically reading its meter. This was
needed for the investigation of correlation properties
between the electrical load and total noise power in the 10 to
30 MHz band. In short, we shall present the following
results of our investigations of the office building noise on
the PLC medium:
• statistical distribution functions for the noise
amplitude levels in decibels;
• statistical distribution functions for the frequency
intervals that are interference-free above certain
power level threshold;
• mean noise power, and standard deviation of noise
power, versus time during a day;
• the correlation properties between the total noise
power within the 10 to 30 MHz band and 50 Hz
electrical load of the building's installation;
• the correlation properties between noise samples
taken at the same place, but at different times;
• the correlation properties between noise samples
taken at the same time, but at different places;
• a concept for quantification of the strong narrowband
components' contribution to the total noise power;
• conclusion based on these results.

3. Statistical distributions
Frequency band from 10 to 30 MHz is a band in which
future wide-band communication systems over indoor
distribution network as transmission medium will work [1].
Linear regression (see Fig. 1.) shows slight decay with
frequency, and overall average power level is around -90
dBm for one-run noise data. At frequencies bellow 20 MHz
we find more pollution, coming mainly from various
electronic devices. In our experiments we found that TV sets
and computers are sources of intensive noise. For example,
TV sets were producing especially significant disturbances
in 12 to 16 MHz band. Fig. 2. gives an example of the
probability function for noise power levels. Several theoretic
probability functions were tried to fit the data. The best one,
according to least squares calculation, was exponential
cumulative distribution, d(x) = exp(–x/λ), where λ is
expectation (λ2 is variance), and x is p – pmin. Here pmin is the
lowest power level recorded, and p is power level in dBm.
For comparison, there is also a Rayleigh curve, which is not
approximating actual distribution very well. On the other
hand, see Fig. 3, we also have observed noise phenomena in
the same frequency band, which is obeying to the Rayleigh
distribution. This is quite obvious from the plot of the
probability density function, defined as f(x) = (1/s2)xexp[–
x2/(2s2)]. For Rayleigh distribution, expectation is s(π/2)1/2,
and variance is (4–π)s2/2. By thorough observations we
concluded that noise amplitudes are always distributed
somewhere in between Rayleigh and exponential curves.
When within frequency band in question there are some
noise components that have very narrow bandwidths and
that are much higher than general floor noise level,
distribution is of the Rayleigh type. When we have grater
number of such distinguished components, and when they
have broader bandwidths, distribution is dominantly
exponential. However, even when distribution is dominantly
Rayleigh-like, still the highest noise power levels are
distributed exponentially.
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On Fig. 1. we give an example of noise phenomena
observed in a frequency band from 10 to 30 MHz in an
office building (working day, 3 pm). In all measurements we
have recorded both noise samples from one analyzer scan
(lasting about 5 seconds), thus obtaining "temporary" shots,
and 5 minutes maximal values, using max-hold function of
the instrument. We found 5 minutes maximums interesting
because of rapid temporal fluctuations in noise power levels.
Resolution bandwidth of the analyzer was 10 kHz. On all
figures in this article we use noise power levels in dBm
recorded by the instrument with that resolution. Thus, to
compute power spectral density levels in decibels over
W/Hz, i.e. dB/(W/Hz), one must subtract 70 dB. For
example, level of -90 dBm from our figures is equivalent to
the power density level of -160 dB(W/Hz).

Noise power level [dBm].
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Solid: one spectrum analyser scan.
Dashed: 5 minutes maximum values.
White: linear regression (one-sacn).
y = - 0,6679 [f /MHz] - 76,38
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Fig.1. An example of observed noise phenomena in a PLC frequency band,
from 10 to 30 MHz.
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Cummulative probability.

indicate that in the total of recorded noise there might be
much components which are quite time-independent, and
which hold their positions on frequency axis. In other words,
those components cannot be attributed to stochastic
background noise, but rather to stationary interferences
coming from many electronic devices. Later we shall prove
this (see Chapter 6).
On Fig. 4. we show another interesting statistic. For
broadband communications systems it is important that
bigger portions of the total spectrum are free of interferences
above certain level. Thus we derived distribution functions
for widths of such frequency intervals, with respect to
predefined power level thresholds. Original curves are stair
cased, but in general trend they are best approximated with
Cauchy-type
cumulative
distributions,
d(∆f)
=
(2/π)Atan(∆f/ξ). Here ∆f is the interference free frequency
interval width, and ξ is distribution parameter. There are no
expectation and variance for this distribution, when defined
on the [0, ∞] domain (integrals are diverging). However, ξ
can be regarded as a measure of deviation.

Noise power level [dBm].

Probability density [dBm–1].

Fig.2. An example of cumulative probability of noise power levels in a
frequency band from 10 to 30 MHz. Residential house, working day, noon.

4. Noise power variations during a day

Noise power level [dBm].

Thresholds.

Interference free interval [MHz]
(with respect to dBm threshold).
Fig. 4. Example of cumulative distributions of the band width of
interference free intervals with respect to certain power level threshold. This
is the probability that the frequency interval within which the noise level is
lower or equal to threshold is less or equal to the abscissa value.

Standard deviation of ANPL [dB].

Average noise power level (ANPL)
in 10 kHz sub-bands, [dBm].

Cummulative probability.

Fig. 3. Example of power level distribution density of the Rayleigh type,
recorded in office building (working day, noon), for 5 minutes maximums.

In this chapter we give some examples on daily variations in
noise power in office building. Fig. 5 shows variations of
average power levels and their standard deviations in 10
kHz sub-bands (i.e. within spectrum analyzer resolution
bandwidth) for one-scan shots. On Fig. 6. there are same
parameters for 5 minutes maximums. The highest noise
levels are connected with periods of highest office activity,
and not of highest electrical load of the network. Obviously,
employers working in the office building in question were
most active around 11:00 hours (just before lunch time) and
around 14:00 hours (an hour before end of working time).

Time of day [hours].

Time of day [hours].

Fig. 5. Example of daily variation in average noise power level and its
standard deviation. Office building, working day, one-scan data.

We have also found that average 5 minutes levels are around
5 dB higher than averages of one-scan data. The deviations
(i.e. square roots of variances) are also somewhat greater
(see Figs. 5. and 6.), which can be a significant fact. It can
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Average noise power level (ANPL)
in 50 kHz sub-band, [dBm].

expected, that noise is not correlated to the total load of
larger distribution networks (e.g. on the village, town, or
even regional level). It is correlated to the electrical load of
local installation network in actual building. We illustrate
this with an example for office building.

0,6
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0,2

0

Fig. 6. Example of daily variation in average noise power level and its
standard deviation. Office building, same working day as in Fig. 5, 5
minutes maximum data.

5. Correlation between noise power and
network electrical load
We shall briefly describe our investigations on correlation
between noise power present on installation network, and
electrical load of the network. First, we have established, as

Time [hours]

Fig. 7. Normalized electrical load and noise power in office building.
Triangle: noise. Rhomboid: network electrical load. Scale is linear (not log).
0,8
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0,6

Correlation coefficient.

Now we shall demonstrate a method that enables
distinguishing between quasi-stationary narrowband noise
components with relatively high power and floor noise. To
this end, we first convert dBm values of all noise scans
made during a day (or other period of interest) in regular
intervals into Watt values. Then we specify a certain
threshold power value which is between smallest and
greatest values registrated. We compute total power (i.e.
sum up all components' powers) for components weaker
than threshold, P1, and separately for those stronger than
threshold, P2. (The "component" is each of the values
recorded by analyzer, for its 10 kHz resolution bandwidth.)
Our task is now to find threshold, P0, for which those two
powers are equal. Then we divide P0 with average of all
components' powers engaged in calculation, Pavg. We get the
value that describes relative contribution of strong
narrowband
interference
components,
q = P0/Pavg. We can also calculate the decibel value,
q* = 10 log(q). We regard q as a parameter specific for
whole day (or other desired period) observation, indicating
average situation. Now we can evaluate powers P1 and P2
for each noise scan, or group of noise scans formed by any
desired criteria. For measurements in residential house we
found q* is 15.4 dB. In office building it was 18.8 dB,
indicating significantly greater contribution of strong
narrowband components. While performing simple
numerical procedure for calculation of q and q*, we found
that the equilibrium between P1 and P2 is very sensitive to q
value. Interestingly, q values are almost exactly the same for
one-scan shots and for 5 minutes maximum shots of the
noise phenomena.
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Time shift between noise power and
network load data [hours].
Fig. 8. Correlation functions between electrical load and noise power. Solid:
one-scan data; dashed: 5 minutess maximums. Triangle: strong narrowband
noise components; rhomboid: total noise; cross: floor noise (i.e. components
weaker than P0. The q* value for both one-scan and 5 minutes maximum
data is 18.8 dB.

Fig. 7. shows normalized load and total noise power (onescan data) in Watts, with respect to daily maximums of those
two quantities. Fig. 8. shows in more details calculated
correlation functions for normalized power curves of the
load and noise. There are two sets of curves: for one-scan
noise data (solid) and for 5 minutes maximums (dashed).
For each case there are three correlation curves: for total
noise power (rhomboid), for strong narrowband components
(triangle), and for weak floor noise components (cross). For
one-scan data, correlation function takes maximum value for
zero shift between data sets of load and noise normalized
powers. Narrowband noise is correlated significantly
sronger to load than floor noise. Correlation function for 5
minutes maximums of strong narrowband components (see
Fig. 8, dashed line, triangle) seems to be about two hours
late. This is because strong narrowband interference was
dropping slower than electrical load of the network. A
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Cross-correlation coefficient.

portion of strong narrowband components comes from
electromagnetic fields of various radio emissions, which are
not correlated to local building load. Additionally, it took
about two hours for great majority of workers to leave the
building, switching their computers off.

6. Correlation between noise samples taken at
different times and at different places

Introduced frequency shift between noise data [MHz].
Fig. 11. Crossorrelation functions with respect to frequency shift for all
possible pairs of noise samples taken at the same network terminal, but at 15
different times, in one-hour raster. Lower diagram shows for clarity only
average, minimum and maximum values.

Cross-correlation coefficient.

Finally, let us examine some indicative correlation
properties between noise samples taken at the same place,
but at different times, or at (nearly) the same time, but on
different network terminals. Fig. 9. gives a scattering
diagram of all correlation coefficients between noise
samples taken at 15 different places, during 10 minutes. We
notice quite high degree of correlation. On Fig. 10. there is a
diagram for samples taken at the same place, but at 15
different time instances with one hour difference.
Correlations are even higher, although one might expect
virtually no correlation at all, if the noise had stochastic
nature. Therefore, we conducted further analyses.
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Cross-correlation coefficient.
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Fig. 9. Cross-correlation coefficients for all possible pairs of noise samples
taken at 15 different network terminals during 10 minutes (i.e.
approximately at the same time). Note that coefficients are in average quite
high valued.
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Fig. 10. Cross-correlation coefficients for all possible pairs of noise samples
taken at the same network terminal, but at 15 different times, in one-hour
raster. Note averagely quite high coefficient values.

Fig. 12. Crossorrelation functions with respect to frequency shift for all
possible pairs of "unit" noise samples taken at the same network terminal,
but at 15 different times, in one-hour raster. Lower diagram shows for
clarity only avreage, minimum and maximum values. Compare with Fig. 11.

Fig. 11. shows cross-correlation coefficients for frequency
shifts of ±5 MHz between noise samples taken at same
place, during 14 hours (15 samples, 1 hour raster).
Correlations are high for zero-shift, but also for ±2.8 MHz
shift, which is attributed to strong narrowband interference
periodic on frequency axis with 2.8 MHz. Therefore, high
cross-correlations (Figs. 9. and 10.) might come from these
strong components. To rule them out, we construct "unit"
noise samples, by subtracting average power level of a
sample from actual value of each component within the
sample, and applying signum function. In that way, we get
"unit" samples with only two component values: –1 and +1.
In such data string only information on frequency axis
position of a component is preserved, and amplitude
information is totally suppressed. Fig. 12 shows crosscorrelation functions for such data. Clearly, the properties
are similar, although somewhat less expressed. From that
fact we conclude that there are plenty of noise components
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which are having fixed positions on frequency axis,
indicating presence of non-stochastic interferences, coming
from various electronic devices connected to electrical
network in the vicinity of measuring spot.

7. Conclusions
We have presented some of the results of our investigations
of the noise phenomena present on indoor electrical
distribution network, in the frequency band from 10 to 30
MHz, which is interesting for indoor broadband PLC
communication systems. There are discussions on basic
statistical properties (Chapter 3); on daily changes of noise
power and on the method for distinguishing between
narrowband and floor noise contributions to the total noise
power (Chapter 4); on correlation between network
electrical load and noise in the 10 to 30 MHz band (Chapter
5); and on cross-correlation properties between noise
samples observed either at different locations and nearly
same time, or at different times, but the same location.
Regarding correlation between network load and noise, we
established quite high correlation for narrowband
components, and lower correlation for floor noise.
Regarding cross-correlations between various noise samples,
we concluded that there is a significant portion of
interference components that so not have stochastic nature,
i.e. which are coming from electronic devices connected to
the network terminals in relative vicinity.
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